
Planning a business has different objectives rather than taking a trip for pleasure. A 
business trip has a set time to occur and does not share the advantage of taking a vacation. 
Peak travel times are during the summer and late spring. Europe is beautiful during this time it 
will increase the cost of lodgings, airfare and food during this period.  There are many ways to 
save money despite this and still have time to enjoy the culture of traveling.  

 
Tasks 
Plan airfare 
Getting to airports 
Lodging 
Food  
Travel in Germany 
 
In a trip for leisure the big way to save money would be traveling in the non-peak period 

or shoulder months. For Germany and europe this peak time is late spring until summer. For this 
project i can still choose dates that will allow us to travel on a budget and that can save me 
money. Traveling on black friday can save hundred of dollars. Also choosing a different airport 
to fly into can also save money. This comes saving comes at a cost and it is usually time.

 
Booking a flight can there are other things to keep in mind. The site 

www.Skiplagged.com can offer savings on flights It works by booking a flight from point A to B 
to C. , when really b is your destitino and you get off . in some instances you can save as much 
25%. I found about a $100 savings on my flight tickets. There are some caveats. One of my 
flights had an 11 hour layover in a New York City airport at 11 at night. This specific cost saving 
defeats the purpose of the site. Airline companies are starting to get catch on and can ban you 
but if they find out. This only seems to happen after numerous uses more likely when traveling 
for business.  

The ideal time to book flights seems to be at midnight on tuesday. This is when flight 
plans are updated and you might be the first to catch that deal. There are also travel days that 
are cheaper to depart on. Thursdays and Fridays while it might be more inconvenient to travel 
on it also makes it cheaper to buy flights and  lodging for the same reasons. Flying out of 
Chicago O'hare International Airport is better than flying out Milwaukee for these flights. I can 
get a ride from a family member early to Michel airport in milwaukee and take a USA coach 
straight to ORD in Chicago. The cost of each way is $31. I time I need to be there is monday 



through friday although I modified the dates to get a better price on the flight. Some time to 
decompress from travel and maybe have a free day or two would be appreciated. I'm not sure 
on the rules about adding time to your trip to enjoy the country. It would likely vary by each firm.  

While checking flights, in bigger countries you might be able to catch a deal checking in 
to different cities and making a short trip to your destination. While researching this flight I had 
planned on flying to Munich and take a bullet train to Frankfort and still saving money at the cost 
of time. Until I checked one more time and another airline showed up with this lower price. 
Trying over and over with different parameters can get you the best results. A trick used by the 
airline companies is to set a cookie on your computer. If you check certain flights often it will 
start driving up the price to force you to buy one of the last seats. Clearing your cookies can 
alleviate this problem.  

 
For lodgings i would choose an airbnb with a kitchen. A hotel would could cost about 

double or $1000. Eating out  every night would be cost prohibitive. I would like to try and cook 
some meals at or at least in the case of leftovers i would be able to reheat food. At $50 a night 
this seems phenomenal compared to a hotel at a cost of $500. The other options would be a 



hostel or dormitory situation. $124-204 for all 10 days is amazing but as i'm not there primarily 
for pleasure. Being in contact with travelers could be fun, but  I would like to unwind after 
meetings for work all day. If I was vacationing I would definitely choose this option. Asking 
travelers what are the great hidden places or if there are obstructions that could hamper my 
plans could be a lifesaver. Making travel friends would be great also. 

My Airbnb  is about 5-10 minutes from  both buses and trains. Mass transit will by my 
main mode of transportation. There is a phone app called Deutsche Bahn. It can purchase bus 
passes or train tickets and you can have the image scanned on your phone. Busses pass are 
$15 for two days and will give discounts at museums and other similar locations. Uber is also a 
last minute option and I have read that the service there is adequate.  

 
Food budget will be $60 a day. I hope to sample some of the cultural foods and drink of 

Germany, but not for every meal. At mabey 15 dollars a meal seams about appropriate.. Going 
out to eat for every meal would to extravagant. Cooking leftovers or some great sausages in the 
AirBnb would save a bit of money 

There would also need to be extra fund for leisure. I would love to sample some 
museums or even visit some of the gorgeous castles in the area. I believe $200.  Should be 
adequate as this is mostly a business trip. This extra cash would also be used in an emergency. 
Of coarse when i say cash i mean Euros. I am aware that although Germany is safe there is still 
a risk.Carrying more than a $100 in Euros or all your credit card  would be dangerous. Having a 
wallet for smaller bills could deter pickpockets. Although it does happen precautions should be 
taken. Many smaller local stores do not offer credit card machines.  Since we are not a Hotel, 
being aware of where a bank atm is would help us with both of these objectives. 

 
 


